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Fig. 1. Our interactive design system allows users to interactively design and optimize a free-form 3D shape while the pressure on the surface (color-coded)
and the velocity field (illustrated as stream lines) are accurately predicted in real-time. Our data-driven model is based on a novel representation for 3D shapes
and can be robustly trained from a set of exemplars.
We present a data-driven technique to instantly predict how fluid flows
around various three-dimensional objects. Such simulation is useful for com-
putational fabrication and engineering, but is usually computationally expen-
sive since it requires solving the Navier-Stokes equation for many time steps.
To accelerate the process, we propose a machine learning framework which
predicts aerodynamic forces and velocity and pressure fields given a three-
dimensional shape input. Handling detailed free-form three-dimensional
shapes in a data-driven framework is challenging because machine learn-
ing approaches usually require a consistent parametrization of input and
output. We present a novel PolyCube maps-based parametrization that can
be computed for three-dimensional shapes at interactive rates. This allows
us to efficiently learn the nonlinear response of the flow using a Gaussian
process regression. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach for
the interactive design and optimization of a car body.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become an indispensable
component in the field of engineering and computational fabrica-
tion for design evaluation and optimization. Successful applications
include improving the aerodynamics of cars and airplanes, refining
heating, ventilation and air conditioning in architectural planning,
or the optimization of casting and injection molding in manufactur-
ing. Many of these applications would benefit from an interactive
design approach. However, analyzing a design is usually computa-
tionally expensive, as it requires repetitively solving a system with
many degrees of freedom over many time steps. Although modern
design tools allow the user to edit the shape interactively, computa-
tion times often prohibit the interactive visualization, exploration,
and optimization of shapes and their surroundings based on CFD
simulations. This problem is extremely challenging, even when
real-time simulation capabilities are available, i.e., the simulation of
individual time-steps at real-time rates, because evaluating a design
in simulation may require many time steps.
In this paper, we suggest a novel approach to achieve real-time
CFD performance based on a data-drivenmethod. While CFD gener-
ally refers to fluid simulation for engineering purposes, we limit the
scope to the evaluation of aerodynamic forces and flow around an
object given that it is moving at a constant speed in a single-phase
fluid (e.g., air flow around cars or airplanes). Our approach enables
drastically faster evaluation by constructing a reduced model be-
tween input and output based on pre-existing data. Our model
takes a 3D shape as the input, and outputs a drag coefficient, fluid
pressure on the surface and velocity field around the shape. The
nonlinearly and globally coupled relationship between input and
output is learned using the Gaussian Process (GP).
A key challenge in applying machine learning to CFD problems
is the parameterization of the input and output. As most machine
learning approaches take fixed dimensional vectors as input and
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output, we need to parameterize (i.e., represent as fixed dimensional
variables) the input 3D shape and output pressure field on the shape
and velocity field around the shape. To address this problem, we
present a novel approach for parameterizing the 3D shape and volu-
metric field around it for machine learning based on the PolyCube
map [Tarini et al. 2004]. The PolyCube map represents arbitrary 3D
shapes by deforming a set of cubes. By deforming the space around
the cubes, we also achieve a natural parameterization of the field
around arbitrary 3D shapes. Our PolyCube-based shape and field
parameterization is extremely efficient and can be done in real-time
with a small distortion.
Our proposed representation features a fixed-length parameteri-
zation of the shape and field, which allows a GP to easily learn and
predict their relationship. As a demonstration, we constructed an
interactive aerodynamic design tool where the user can edit a shape
while getting real-time feedback on pressure distribution on the
surface and the air flow around the shape. Our tool also visualizes
reliability of the prediction as machine learning is unreliable when
input is very different from ones in the training data. The main
contributions of this work are:
• A novel, computationally efficient parameterization of 3D
shapes and volumetric fields based on the PolyCube map.
• A regression framework for three-dimensional flow around
an object.
• An interactive interface for aerodynamically efficient design.
2 RELATED WORK
Reduction techniques for fluid simulation. Model reduction tech-
niques perform simulations in a lower dimensional representation
of the original simulation domain, thereby decoupling the grid res-
olution from the simulation complexity. In the computer graphics
community, Treuille et al. [2006] introduced model reduction for
the real-time simulation of incompressible fluids. Later, this tech-
nique was extended to modular tiles that can be assembled during
the runtime to adapt the domain and simulate novel fluid config-
urations [Wicke et al. 2009]. For moving solids, model reduction
can also be conducted on a moving grid [Cohen et al. 2010]. To
enable the reduced simulation of fluid flow around a deformable
object, Stanton et al. [2013] suggest a nonlinear Galerkin projection
approach to construct nonlinear bases. The subspace integration is
accelerated by the optimized cubature scheme [Kim and Delaney
2013]. Eigenmodes of the Laplacian operator are used to construct
bases of the reduced model [De Witt et al. 2012]. Since a model
reduction approach solves the Navier-Stokes equation step-by-step,
it requires the running of a simulation for some time to obtain the
overall fluid behavior. In contrast, our approach directly learns the
results, circumventing the use of a Navier-Stokes solver during the
runtime. Stanton et al. [2014] use a state graph to synthesize ani-
mated fluid motion from examples, but it is unclear how this can be
applied to a high-dimensional input such as a free-form shape.
Machine learning for fluid simulation. Recently, accelerating fluid
simulations using machine learning has gained significant attention
Tompson et al. [2016] accelerate the pressure projection in Eulerian
fluid simulations using a neural network. Forces on Lagrangian
particles can be efficiently approximated using a regression for-
est [Ladický et al. 2015]. Detailed splashing effects can be added
to Lagrangian particles using neural networks to model the regres-
sion of splash formation [Um et al. 2017]. Chu et al. [2017] use a
Siamese network to learn a distance metric between fine and coarse
simulation to synthesize the details of smoke. Bonev et al. [2017]
suggest a data-driven technique to map changing simulation condi-
tions such as user interactions to a reduced representation based on
space-time deformations. In addition, a network is trained to refine
the deformations and represent details present in the initial training
data. While these approaches either accelerate the computation of
individual time steps or add detail as a post-process, our approach
directly generates a time-averaged velocity field and pressure field.
Data-driven aerodynamics. There are few studies that use ma-
chine learning to predict aerodynamic forces for real-world appli-
cations. Pteromys [Umetani et al. 2014] constructs a relationship
between paper airplane shapes and aerodynamic forces based on
recorded flight trajectories of a large set of airplanes. The proposed
model is limited to assemblies of free-form planar shapes. Address-
ing this limitation, OmniAD [Martin et al. 2015] models aerody-
namic forces on an object from arbitrary directions using spherical
harmonics and learns model parameters from falling motions cap-
tured with a single camera. It also features the prediction of model
parameters of low-dimensional parameterized shapes. Schultz et
al. [2017] present a sampling scheme to capture nonlinear simula-
tion response by interpolating samples in the a low-dimensional
parameterized design space. Baqué et al. [2018] predict pressure
distribution on free-form 3D objects using graph convoluation. Our
approach learns aerodynamic forces of various free-form 3D objects,
in addition to the time-averaged velocity field around the object.
3D shapes in machine learning. When feeding a 3D shape into
a machine learning framework, a central question is how to pa-
rameterize the shape, i.e., how to express it as a set of variables.
Parameterization of free-form 3D shapes is a non-trivial task as
the shapes can have different resolutions, orientations, structures,
and topologies. This is significantly different from other domains,
such as natural language processing or vision, where text or image
datasets frequently come with a common parameterization [Xu et al.
2016]. For measuring shape similarity, many shape descriptors, such
as 3D shape histograms, were proposed. However, since the repre-
sentation only parameterizes the shape as a distribution of features,
it loses a significant amount of information concerning the original
shape, making it unsuitable for our regression problem.
Recently, a number of deep neural network architectures have
been proposed for 3D objects. These explore multiple views of a 3D
shape [Su et al. 2015] or voxel-based representations [Wang et al.
2017; Wu et al. 2014] as inputs. Instead of using descriptors, these ap-
proaches take a more direct representation of a three-dimensional
shape as an input. However, these implicit shape representation
approaches are not desirable for our regression problem since pa-
rameters change discontinuously with respect to the continuous
shape change. PointNet [Qi et al. 2016] explicitly encodes the 3D
geometry using a set of randomly distributed points on the surface.
However, it is difficult to discretize volumetric fields consistently
with such a grid-less point-based discretization.
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Fig. 2. Overview of our method.
Addressing this problem, our shape representation is based on
deforming a template mesh. While Umetani [2017] deforms a cube
surface to parameterize a 3D shape, we further extend this approach
by deforming a PolyCube. The PolyCube approach allows us to pa-
rameterize a wider variation of shapes (see Fig. 10) and to construct
a hexahedral mesh outside the shape (see Fig. 5). As years of studies
show, PolyCube mapping is suitable to parameterize a wide range
of three-dimensional shapes [Fang et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2014;
Tarini et al. 2004]. While these works focus on offline parameteri-
zation quality optimization, our focus is real-time computation for
generating machine learning input shapes and output fields.
3 OVERVIEW
User interface. Our machine learning framework takes a shape S
and outputs drag coefficient cd , a velocity field ®v around the shape
and a pressure field p on the shape. The drag coefficient shows the
magnitude of drag force with respect to the projected frontal area
and is the most important indicator of aerodynamic efficiency. The
drag coefficient cd takes a value between 0.2 and 0.6 for typical
cars (e.g., 0.57 for a Hummer H2 and 0.30 for a Toyota Corolla).
The predicted drag coefficient is shown with a possible error range
because the prediction via machine learning is not perfect for un-
known inputs (see Fig. 2-top rightmost). These predicted values are
time-averaged as they dynamically fluctuate over time. The pressure
field is visualized as a color contour on the object’s surface and the
velocity field is visualized with streamlines.
We do not have specific restrictions on the input shape repre-
sentation, which we demonstrate using two popular shape repre-
sentations: triangle meshes and boundary representation (B-Rep)
models, whose surfaces are defined by patches of parametric sur-
faces. These shapes can be edited freely with standard shape editing
operations (e.g., free-form deformation, changing the position of
control points, etc.). Topology change is allowed in the input, i.e.,
the user can change the topology of the B-Rep by inserting an edge
inside a patch or by adding a control point to an edge. During the
editing, the tool continuously updates the visualizations.
Computational pipeline. Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the
runtime computation. We first convert the input shape into a set of
depth images that are taken from multiple orthogonal orientations.
From the depth images, we construct a PolyCube-based representa-
tion (see Sec. 4), to parameterize the shape and velocity and pressure
fields. The pressure regressor estimates pressures at the grid points
on the shape and the velocity regressor estimates velocity at grid
points around the shape. We construct such regressors based on the
Gaussian Process (see Sec. 5).
4 PARAMETERIZATION OF 3D SHAPE AND FIELD
4.1 Shape Parameterization for the Regression Problem
In theory, state-of-the-art machine learning techniques such as
deep neural networks have the capability to approximate arbitrary
multivariable functions [Hornik 1991]. However, in practice, a huge
amount of training data is required to represent a high-dimensional
highly nonlinear function while avoiding over-fitting. How well
the regression predicts outputs for previously unseen data (i.e., the
generalization error) depends heavily on the properties of the input
and output data. Three factors are usually desired:
(fix) The input and output vectors for regression should have
fixed dimensions.
(compact) The dimension of the input and output vectors should
be as small as possible to avoid redundancy.
(linear) The relationship between input and output should be
as linear as possible to avoid complicated models, which are
difficult to train from a small amount of data.
Table 1. Comparison of shape and field parameterizations.
(fix) (compact) (linear)
B-Rep
voxel
SDF on a Cartesian grid
multi-view projection
our parameterization
tetrahedra mesh
our parameterization
× ○○
○
○
○ ○ ○
×
× ×
× ○
3D SHAPE
VOLUMETRIC
FIELD
○
○
○
×
○
○
triangle mesh × ○○
values on a Cartesian grid ○ ×○
○×
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Unfortunately, these desirable features are difficult to satisfy si-
multaneously. Table 1 compares common parameterization (repre-
sentation) approaches of a 3D shape and field. Most shape editing
tools operate with boundary representation (B-Rep) models or tri-
angle meshes. However, the number of parameters changes as the
topology of these representations is modified; for example, by in-
serting new edges and points or by subdividing or reconnecting the
triangle mesh. Representing shapes using density values on multi-
view projections or a three-dimensional Cartesian grid approach
alleviates this problem, but induces significant nonlinearity, making
the regression difficult. As illustrated in Figure 3-top, a continu-
ous change in the shape results in abrupt changes of the velocity
and density at grid points which are passed by the boundary. The
volumetric and surface field representations suffer from a similar
nonlinearity problem when parameterized on a Cartesian grid. Pa-
rameterizing the shape using the signed distance field (SDF) instead
of a density function reduces this problem. However, the dimension
of the parameters is still large as we express the shape using a 3D
field, even though the input shape is locally two-dimensional. Rep-
resenting the volumetric field with a tetrahedral mesh for various
shapes is difficult without changing its topology.
TYPICAL
PARAMETERIZATION
ON A CARTESIAN GRID
OUR
PARAMETERIZATION
ON A DEFORMING GRID
density: 0
velocity:
density: 1
velocity: 0
continuous velocity change
discontinuity
Fig. 3. Top: Small changes to a parameterized shape and field on a Cartesian
grid induce discontinuities. Bottom: We deform the grid continuously to
reduce nonlinearities.
Our solution is to deform the grid continuously on and around
the shape (see Figure 3-bottom). The deformed grid shares the in-
terface with the input shape. Hence, the boundary does not cross
grid points, reducing the nonlinearity in the parameterization. The
deformation of the entire volumetric grid is uniquely determined by
the surface grid. Hence, if we specify the surface grid, we can define
the volumetric field just by giving the values at the grid points. In
the following section, we explain how we construct such a grid
based on the PolyCube map.
4.2 Construction of the PolyCube Grid
The parametrization of the 3D shape is based on the work [Umetani
2017] in which we convert the input shape into GPU-computed
depth surfaces and we then project the template mesh in the static
normal directions to the depth surface. The key difference is the use
of PolyCube instead of a single cube for the template mesh to pa-
rameterize a wider range of shapes by choosing the PolyCube close
to the inputs. In this paper, we define a PolyCube as a set of axis-
aligned unit cubes that are connected face-to-face. Such a PolyCube
is manually modeled with an interface similar to MineCraft [Mo-
jang 2009]. Aside from continuous shape and field representation,
another important advantage of the cube representation is that we
can easily construct a grid to parameterize the field outside the
input shape by filling additional cubes outside the input cubes (see
Figure 4-a). Different to the original PolyCube map [Tarini et al.
2004], we hierarchically construct the mapping by projecting the
mesh in the normal direction similar to the Normal Mesh [Guskov
et al. 2000]. This allows us parameterizing a concave shape with a
lower number of variables — instead of storing three-dimensional
coordinate values for all the vertices we store a scalar height map —
and fewer parameters come in handy for machine learning. We also
show our hierarchical construction of the parameterization benefits
the reguralization of the machine learning (see Sec. 5.3).
Point classification. We start with a single, user-provided Poly-
Cube model as an approximation of the various input shapes. We
name the grid generated from an input and exterior cube as a level-0
grid. The level-0 grid has three types of points: corner points Pc ,
surface points Ps and exterior points Pe . These points are clas-
sified based on how many input cubes belong to the points (i.e.,
the valence). If the valence is an odd number, the point is a corner
point that is located at the corner of the input PolyCube. On the
other hand, the exterior points have a valence of zero as they do
not belong to the input cube. If the valence is non-zero and an even
number, since we do not construct a grid inside the shape, the point
is a surface point that is located on an edge or face of the input Poly-
Cube. For corner and surface points, we define the normal directions
by averaging the normals of the input PolyCube faces where these
points belong.
Corner point placement. We first project the corner points onto
the object’s surface. We start initializing the location of corner
points by translating and scaling the input PolyCube in the axes
directions such that the bounding boxes become the same. Then,
we project the corner points onto the input shape by finding the
nearest intersection point.
Surface and exterior point placement. Given the positions of the
corner points, we move the surface points and exterior points to the
locations linearly interpolated from the corner points (see Figure 4-
d). For the surface points, which are located on the faces or the
edges of the input PolyCube, we apply two-dimensional Mean Value
Coordinates (MVC) [Floater 2003] to move them together with the
corner points. As a consequence, the surface points on the edge of
the PolyCube move as the linear interpolation of the two endpoints
with the ratio of their distances. A surface on a face of the input
PolyCube moves linearly with respect to the corner points that
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Fig. 4. Our construction scheme of a PolyCube parameterization.
outline the face. For exterior points, we use the 3D extension of
MVC [Ju et al. 2005] to move the points linearly with respect to the
position of all the corner points. The MVC determines the weight
that transfers the movement of corner point pc to a movement of an
exterior point and the surface points. These weights are dependent
only on the initial PolyCube construction, thus we only need to
compute them once. After the linear interpolation, we project the
surface point onto the object surface. The set of projection heights
Hs for all the surface points specifies how much these points are
moved toward the normal direction, encoding the shape at the
coarsest level together with the positions of the corner points ®Pc .
Subdivision. So far, we have constructed a coarse grid such that
the boundary between the input and exterior cubes is shared with
the input shape. We subdivide the exterior cube to construct further
detailed parameterization of the input shape and the output field
(see Fig. 4-f). Although we can selectively choose which exterior
cubes are subdivided, in this paper, we uniformly subdivide the
exterior cubes such that all cubes have eight children. New points
are introduced at the middle points of the edges, the center of the
four corners of the faces, and the cell center of the parent grid. If a
face or edge subdivision point is on the boundary facing the interior,
we project it to the input shape in its normal direction. The normal
direction is computed as the normal on the input PolyCube at the
corresponding location. We denote the normal projection heights
at the surface subdivision points as Hiss , where i is the subdivision
level. Fig. 5 shows an example of the subdivision.
(a) input shape (b) PolyCube (c) bounding box fitting
(d) PolyCube subdivision and projection 
level-0 level-1 level-2
(e) volumetric grid
level-0 level-1 level-2 level-3
Fig. 5. Three-dimensional example of the subdivision of a level-0 grid. The
color visualizes the accumulated normal projection heights up to the current
level.
5 MACHINE LEARNING
5.1 Data for Regression
So far, we have explained our parameterization framework that
encodes shape and field in fixed dimensional vectors while also
avoiding excessive nonlinearities between them. In this section, we
explain how we construct the regressor to approximate the output
parameter vector from the input parameter vector.
Dimensional analysis. We start with four parameters as inputs:
shape S, incoming wind velocity V∞, mass density ρ, and viscosity
µ. We first reduce these four parameters into two using dimen-
sional analysis. The dimensional analysis determines how physical
phenomena can be parameterized with a minimum number of in-
dependent non-dimensional variables. Non-dimensionalization is
convenient for machine learning of simulations because it reduces
the number of parameters without loss of accuracy. Furthermore,
we can reduce the amount of training data by avoiding redundant,
i.e., dynamically similar, examples. OmniAD [Martin et al. 2015]
uses the Buckingham Π theory to construct a model of aerodynamic
forces on 3D objects. Similarly, our problem is parameterized by
the Reynolds number Re = ρLV∞/µ and the non-dimensionalized
(i.e., normalized) shape S′ which is uniformly scaled such that the
representative length becomes one. The scaling of the shape can
be done in the parameter space by scaling corner point positions
®Pc and projection heights H. Here, we define the representative
length as the diagonal length of the bounding box of the input
shape S. From these non-dimensionalized input parameters, we ob-
tain non-dimensionalized velocity and pressure values as ®v ′ = ®v/V∞
and p′ = p/(ρV 2∞). We can easily compute the final velocity and
pressure values by scaling them with V∞ and ρV 2∞, respectively.
Input and output vectors. In Section 4, we explained our polycube
parameterization. Since our problem setting (i.e, a single object in-
side a constant flow) is invariant to translation and the grid moves
together with the object, we can remove the translation compo-
nent from the input parameters. We move the corner points such
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that the averaged position of the corner points rests at the origin.
The input parameter vector becomes a concatenation of the scaled
and translated corner point positions, and projection heights of the
surface points x = {®Pc ,Hs , H1ss , H2ss , . . .}. We have three regres-
sors: for drag coefficient, velocity, and pressure. Thus, the level of
subdivision can be chosen differently for each of them. The ma-
chine learning outputs a vector concatenating the drag coefficient
and the nondimentionalizeds values at all grid points for velocity
v = { ®v ′0, ®v ′1, . . .} and pressure p = {p′0, p′1, . . .}.
5.2 Gaussian Process
We choose Gaussian Process (GP) regression for inferring the CFD
simulation data. The advantages of a GP in our context is four folds:
(i) The GP can express a highly nonlinear relationship between input
and output from a small number of training samples compared to
the dimension of inputs (T ≪ M). (ii) The GP is a probabilistic model
that interpolates values from the training data probabilistically, i.e.,
we can obtain the confidence for the regression result aside from the
regressed output itself. (iii) We can optimize its hyperparameters
directory from the training data to increase the accuracy. (iv) We can
handle noise in the training data. Thus, it is robust to the over-fitting
problem.
Leaving the comprehensive details of GP to a textbook [Ras-
mussen andWilliams 2005], we only briefly explain its key concepts.
Here, we rely on common notations in statistic such as E(·) for
the expected value and p(·) for the probability. Suppose we would
like to predict a scalar value y∗ from a high-dimensional input
x∗ ∈ RM given the set of training pairs D = {(yn , xn )}Nn=1, where
the expected value of the output is zero E[y] = 0. We denote the
outputs in the training data concatenated with the unknown output
as Y = {y1, . . . ,yN ,y∗}. The GP assumes that a set of outputs Y
follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution p(Y) = N(0,K), where
K denotes the (N + 1) × (N + 1) covariance matrix. The desired
solution is inferred from the conditional probability distribution of
the output y∗ given the known training data p(y∗ |D).
Each element of the covariance matrix K is defined as the ex-
pected value of the multiplication of two outputs K i j = E[yiy j ],
where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ (N +1). Intuitively, the diagonal entry K ii provides
information on the variance of the output yi , while the off-diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix K i j gives the magnitude of cor-
relation between the output yi and y j (i.e., the similarity of the yi
and y j ). The GP regression models an element of the covariance
matrix from the corresponding inputs using the kernel function
K i j = k(xi , xj ). Our choice of the kernel function is
k(xi , xj ) = θs exp
{
−
M∑
k=1
θk (x ik − x
j
k )2
}
+ θnδ
i j . (1)
The first term in (1) defines the similarity of the two inputs xi
and xj in terms of the similarity of the outputs yi and y j . The
hyperparameter θs is a positive uniform scaling factor, while θ =
{θ1, . . . ,θM } > 0 are positive scaling factors for the each dimension
of the input. This squared exponential covariance function is one of
the most favored choices of kernel functions in statistics because it
can be shown such a kernel corresponds to linear regression with
infinite number of basis functions. The second term of (1) models
Gaussian white noise with variance θn > 0 assumed in the output.
These hyperparameters θs ,θ ,θn are optimized to agree with the
dataset (see Sec. 5.3).
Given the covariance matrix K, which defines how much each
elements are relevant, we can compute the conditional probability
of y∗ under the training data D is given as
p(y∗ |D) = N(w∗y,k(x∗, x∗) −w∗k∗), (2)
w∗ = k∗K−1D (3)
k∗ = {k(x1, x∗), . . . ,k(xN , x∗)}T (4)
The KD is the N × N covariance matrix in the dataset K i jD =
k(xi , xj ).
We apply GP regression to the regression of the drag coefficient
cd . As the GP requires the output value to have a zero mean, we
offset the drag coefficients with their average from the training
data y = cd − c˜d , where c˜d means the average of the cd from the
training examples. How much the regression result is trustworthy
is visualized to the user as the range of µ ± σ where the probability
to fall in that range is about 69% based on a normal distribution.
cd (x∗) = w∗cd + ω∗c˜d , where ω∗ = 1 −
N∑
n=1
w∗n . (5)
Here cd is a vector concatenating cd values in the training data.
The GP regression scheme can be seen as interpolation from the
training outputs with weight w∗. Here we used the same weight to
interpolate the training data for the pressure field and velocity field
regression
p(x∗) = w∗P + ω∗p˜, (6)
v(x∗) = w∗V + ω∗v˜, (7)
where P and V are matrices stacking training data in rows. The
weight w∗ is optimized for the drag coefficient and reusing them
for pressure and velocity regression is probably not the optimal.
However, it is much computationally efficient compared to opti-
mizing the weight for every element of the velocity and pressure.
Moreover, the result shows the weight have much better accuracy
compared to the naïve approach (see Sec.6). We leave the rigorous
weight optimization for the pressure and velocity as a future work.
5.3 Hyperparameter Optimization
Given θ = {1, . . . , 1} and θn = 0, the above interpolation scheme
becomes equivalent to a radial based function (RBF) network, which
measures the difference between inputs as a function of uniform
Euclidean distance. When the dimension of the input M is very
large, the naïve Euclidean distance suffers the curse of dimensionality,
where the distances to the example inputs fail to give information of
the closeness of the outputs. To alleviate this problem, we optimize
θ to emphasize elements of x that is relevant to the output. We
cannot optimize all the elements of θ as its dimension is much
higher than the number of the training sample without assuming
smoothly varying parameters (i.e., regularization). The smoothness
distribution of the parameter over the shape is reasonable because
the positions of the neighboring nodes have strong correlations and
possibly the similar influence to the outputs. Our proposed PolyCube
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representation naturally supports this approach. We directly specify
the weights at the coarse subdivision level θc and obtain the smooth
weights for the remaining nodes in the finer subdivision level by
interpolation. The interpolation scheme is based on the subdivision
scheme in Sec. 4.2 – we interpolate the weight by averaging the
two end points of an edge if the fine point is on the edge, and by
averaging four corner points of a quadrant if the fine points are in
the quadrant.
We denoteΘ for all the hyperparameters – uniform kernel weight
θs , the weights for coarse nodes θc and noise variance θn . We
optimize these hyperparameters using the maximum likelihood
method such that we have maximum probability of the training
outputs under the optimized parameter as
Θoptimum = argmax
Θ
logp(y|Θ) = −L(Θ), (8)
L(Θ) = 12 log |KD (Θ)| +
1
2y
TK−1D (Θ)y +
N
2 log(2π ), (9)
where θs > 0, θc > 0, θn > 0. (10)
As the gradient of the log-likelihood in eq. (9) can be analytically
computed [Rasmussen and Williams 2005], we solve this constraint
optimization problem using the projected gradient decent method.
6 RESULT
Training data generation. We start with describing the car aerody-
namics example we created using our framework. We then prepare
the input shapes from the “car” category of ShapeNet [Chang et al.
2015] (see Figure 1-left). We manually modify the shape to remove
the side mirrors, spoilers and tires. Then, we solve the Navier-Stokes
equation in a highly detailed spatial grid for many time steps until
we accurately obtain the time-averaged velocity and pressure fields.
The degrees of freedom in these simulations range from 600 k to
700 k. We simulate 10 seconds of air flow and average the results
of the last 4 seconds to obtain the training data. Each simulation
takes approximately 50 minutes. Note that our machine learning ap-
proach does not depend on the fluid solver. In our example, the fluid
flow is simulated using our in-house finite element Navier-Stokes
solver with the k-epsilon turbulence model and SUPG stabiliza-
tion [Zienkiewicz et al. 2013]. The simulation runs on a tetrahedral
mesh that conforms to the boundary and we adaptively refined the
mesh around the surface and the back of the car to resolve the bound-
ary layer and separated vortices resulting from non-slip boundary
condition. We used realistic physics parameters for the car simula-
tion with the car driving in air at 72 km/h speed (Re = 5 × 106).
coarse control points 0 max
Fig. 6. Optimized weight θ in the computation of the kernel. We set the
control points at the nodes on the coarse level (left) and smoothly interpolate
their values (middle and right). The weight illustrates how relevant the
underlying shape is to the prediction.
Figure 5 illustrates the PolyCube and the resulting grid. This
model is built on a PolyCube with three cubes assuming sedan or
wagon-type cars. To encode the shape of the car, we choose level-4
subdivision for the input shape M = 3698, level-4 subdivision for
the surface pressure discretization (3682 degrees of freedom), and
level-3 for the velocity on the spatial volumetric grid (88494 degrees
of freedom). The pressure and velocity values are sampled at the grid
points, whose location can be computed from the input parameters.
We prepare 889 pairs of input shapes, and the output simulation
data consists of the drag coefficient value cd , pressure and velocity
field data computed with the CFD simulation. All training data is
included in the supplemental material∗.
Training. We optimize the hyperparameters according to the max-
imum likelihood method in (8). The hyperparameter optimization
is the most time-consuming training step, taking approximately
30 minutes. With the optimized hyperparameters, the GP does not
require expensive computations aside from the computation and
inversion of the kernel matrix, which is done only once. We trained
and ran the real-time demonstration program, as shown in the ac-
companied video, on aMacBook Pro 2014model with a 3.0 GHz Core
i7 CPU using the Intel MKL LibraryTM. Fig. 6 shows the color-coded
resulting optimized spatially-varying weights θ in the kernel com-
putation. Intuitively, the weights reflect the importance of specific
input positions in predicting the output. In our example, the weight
is high on the windshield and the A-pillar, while low around the
front grill and the rear side. This is reasonable because the bound-
ary layer grows and separates around the windshield and the air
is stagnant at the front and back of the car. We also have analyzed
the impact of the hyperparameter optimization. Fig. 8-right shows
a comparison of the error with and without weight optimization.
The unoptimized weight scenario is equivalent to a naïve RBF inter-
polation where all the weights are the same. With hyperparameter
optimization, we can observe a significant improvement in accuracy,
with an error decrease of about 68% (see Fig. 8).
Performance. We show our runtime aerodynamic design tool in
Figure 1 and the accompanying supplemental video. While the user
is interactively modifying the shape by moving the control points
of B-Rep or the free-form deformation, the system consistently
maintains 10 > frames per second for all shape-editing opera-
tions. By showing this drag force in real-time, the user can de-
sign aerodynamically-efficient shapes based on interactive trial-
and-error shape exploration. The memory footprint for the three
regressors (cd , pressure and velocity) combined is 270MB.
Accuracy. To examine the accuracy of our model, we conducted
9-fold cross-validations, i.e., we split all the data into nine equal-
sized subgroups and executed the cross-validation five times. For
each cross-validation, we use one subgroup for validation and the
rest for training. Fig. 7-left shows the distribution of the magnitude
of errors with respect to the predicted standard distribution σ ∗. This
shows that when the confidence is low (i.e., the standard deviation is
high) the error tends to be large. Fig. 7-right shows the distribution
of the errors divided by the standard deviation. When the errors
∗http://www.nobuyuki-umetani.com/publication/mlcfd_data.zip
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Fig. 7. (Left) Distribution of the magnitude of errors with respect to the
predicted standard distribution. (Right) Histogram of the errors divided by
the predicted standard distribution.
are normalized by their standard deviation, they follow the normal
distribution N(0, 1).
Fig. 8 compares the accuracy of the drag coefficient with other
regression approaches including linear regression, random forest,
GP with optimized uniformweight, and GPwithout hyperparameter
optimization (θ = 1). Fig. 8 shows the standard deviation of the
errors of the drag coefficient with respect to the size of the training
set for various regression strategies including linear regression
with L2 reguralizer, random forest, GP with optimized uniform
weight, GP without hyperparameter optimization (θ = 1) and neural
networks with and without the 50% dropout [Srivastava et al. 2014]
. For the regression forest method, we used the implementation
in the scikit-learn library with its default parameters. The neural
network we used here is a perceptron with one hidden layer that
has ten neurons with the logistic activation function. We trained
the neural network until convergence (sum of squared error was
less than 10−6 times the initial error). We observed that the neural
network regression significantly performed worse in validation than
the others because of the overfitting problem as the number of the
training data (∼ 0.8k) is much smaller than the dimension of the
inputs (∼ 3.7k). The dropout alleviated the overfitting problem to
some extent, but the result was still worse than the other regressors.
We are surprised to find the linear model is very competitive. Thanks
to our PolyCube parameterization, we managed to make the input
and output relationship close to linear. We include a Python script
for linear least square fitting in the supplemental material∗.
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Fig. 8. Convergence of the standard variation of the errors in the drag
coefficient prediction with respect to the training size for different regression
strategies.
Compared to the other approaches, our regression achieves the
highest accuracy in predicting the cd value. The standard devia-
tion of the error is about ±0.012, which relates to a relative error
of less than ±3.4% when normalized with an average drag coeffi-
cient of the example c˜d = 3.5. According to an extensive study by
SAE International, the standard deviation of the cd values obtained
from ten large different wind tunnel testing facilities throughout
the world is ±2.2% and the difference can be up to 5% [Buchheim
et al. 1983; Hucho 1998]. Allowing the assumption that the offline
simulation would perfectly reproduce reality, our learned flow ac-
curacy would be comparable to that of a wind tunnel. However, in
practice the offline simulation is not perfectly accurate, leaving us
with an unknown error relative to the true real-world behaviour.
Our goal in this paper is to show that we can efficiently reproduce
the time-consuming offline simulation result. Because no dataset of
wind tunnel experiments with many different car shapes is publicly
available, we leave the physical validation of the accuracy as future
work.
We also evaluated the errors in the pressure and velocity fields.
Fig. 9 shows the distribution of errors in the velocity and pressure
fields obtained from the cross-validation. The horizontal axis shows
the mean squared errors for the velocity and pressure values, while
the vertical axis shows the frequency of the errors. Even in the
case of the largest error in the validation, we did not observe a
significant difference in the velocity and pressure fields compared
to the ground truth. This graph also suggests that the distributed
weight optimized for cd improves the accuracy of the velocity and
pressure fields prediction in comparison with the naïve weightθ = 1.
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More specifically, mean squared errors averaged over the example
decreased 47% for velocity and 41% for the pressure. In terms of
the maximum absolute value of the errors in the velocity and the
pressure fields, their averaged value over the examples are 8.80
m/s and 126 Pa, respectively, using the optimized weight. In the
supplemental material, we include about one hundred comparisons
between ground truth and machine learning results.
PLANE DOLPHINE
FLYING SAUCERSPACESHIP
TORUS (a) 3D printed shape
(b) initial shape (c) final shape
Fig. 10. Examples of our PolyCube 3D shape and field parameterization for
a various shapes. The resulting aerodynamically efficient shape can be 3D
printed and attached to a car (bottom-rightmost).
Parameterization of more complex shapes. Our shape and field
parameterization technique is not limited to car-like, almost con-
cave shapes. We can parameterize a wide variety of shapes starting
from a PolyCube that approximates the shapes. Figure 10 shows
examples of our shape parameterization including an airplane, a
dolphin, a flying saucer, a spaceship, and a torus. While the previous
technique [Umetani 2017] fits a cube into the shape, our PolyCube-
based technique can achieve better quality (i.e., less bias) in the
parameterization for concave shapes. Note that for the torus exam-
ple (Fig. 10-bottom top left), there is no way to continuously fit a
cube into this genus-1 shape, thus the previous technique [Umetani
2017] results in a failure.
For the torus model, we also construct a machine learning CFD
model based on 50 training examples. These example shapes are cho-
sen randomly from the recording of the user’s modeling sequence.
For the torus model, we assume that the shape is used as a car-top
sign, so we set the dimension of the torus about 10 cm in diameter
and 4 cm in thickness. We encourage the readers to look at the
supplemental material for the interactive modelling sequence of
the car-top sign while getting the feedback from the real-time CFD
estimation. Fig. 10-(b) and -(c) show the CFD simulation results on
the initial torus shape and final torus shape after the editing. Using
our system, the torus has 15% less drag coefficient (from 0.31 to
0.26) compared to the original undeformed torus shape based on
the simulation. The bottom rightmost image in Fig. 10-(a) shows
the resulting aerodynamically-efficient torus shape we 3D printed.
7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Currently, the user needs to manually specify a PolyCube as a rough
representation of the input shape. Automatically generating such
a PolyCube representation would further reduce the user’s work-
load. We currently use a single regression model which is built on a
single PolyCube. An interesting avenue for future work would be
to explore the construction of multiple regression models for dif-
ferent PolyCube configurations and switch them during the user’s
interaction. This would require developing a reliable framework to
determine decision criteria and methods for choosing and switching
between PolyCube representations.
In this work, we constructed a parameterization by projecting
points of a subdivided PolyCube onto the input shape in predeter-
mined directions. While this parameterization can handle a wide
range of shapes similar to the input PolyCube, it is still challenging
to parameterize a highly concave shape or very sharp and thin fea-
tures (e.g., side mirrors) without excessive distortion of the grid. We
are planning to increase the representation capability by adaptively
changing the resolution of the input template PolyCube in regions
in which we know a priori that high curvatures might occur.
We believe our approach could be extended to a wide range of
other complex physical phenomena, which we plan to investigate
in the future. Since our approach parameterizes the shape and as-
sociated 3D field, we can parameterize boundary conditions and
the solution of many partial differential equations such as the ther-
mal fluid equation, supersonic fluid equation, or electromagnetic
fluid equations. Finally, we think it would be exciting to extend
our method to include a state graph and/or a temporal frequency
decomposition of the field. As an application, we are particularly
interested in biomechanical simulation (e.g., the simulation of flow
inside a heart or blood vessels), such that doctors can give more
reliable diagnostics based on preexisting simulation data.
8 CONCLUSION
We have presented a technique to use to interactively predict how
fluid flows around a three-dimensional object given its shape. Our
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primary contribution is a novel interactive PolyCube representation
to parameterize the input shape and represent a field on and around
the shape. Using that parameterization, we successfully constructed
a regression model using Gaussian Process. Our method is fast
enough to be integrated into existing interactive shape modeling
tools. With the real-time feedback, the user can manually optimize
the aerodynamics of an object. We evaluated the accuracy of our
method by cross-validation, confirming a good match of our results
to ground truth simulation.
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